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Abstract: The influence of the high index ring layer (HIRL) in a tapered fiber Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) on the interference observed, and thus on its potential applications in
temperature sensing, has been investigated. The MZI was comprised of a tapered Ring Core Fiber
(RCF), spliced between two single mode fibers (SMF). Since part of core mode from the SMF
was converted into cladding modes in the RCF, due to the mismatch in the cores between the
RCF and SMF, the residual power enters and then propagates along the center of the RCF (silica).
The difference in phase between the radiation travelling along these different paths is separated
by the HIRL to generate an interference effect. Compared with fiber interferometers based on
core and cladding mode interference, the thin fiber HIRL is capable of separating the high order
cladding modes and the silica core mode, under grazing incident conditions. Therefore, the
optical path difference (OPD) and the sensitivity are both substantially improved over what is
seen in conventional devices, showing their potential for interferometric temperature sensor
applications. The optimum temperature sensitivity obtained was 186.6 pm/°C, which is ∼ 11.7
times higher than has been reported previously.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Fiber optic interferometers are important components for communications systems, lasers,
imaging and for optical fiber-based sensing systems. In recent years, device miniaturization has
become an important issue for micro-fiber interferometric sensors: to improve the integration
density of components and to provide better environmental stability. To achieve these goals,
interference effects based on core-cladding or inter-core modes in fibers have been extensively
studied [1–5]. Looking at the issue of miniaturization, the entire device length can be successfully
decreased to a few hundred micrometers in size and the limit of detection for the liquid sample
volume used can be decreased to the picoliter level, when used for refractive index and temperature
sensing [2,3]. However, such microfiber interferometric sensors are not able to produce good
extinction ratios and there is a limit in the sensitivity that is obtainable due to an insufficient
Optical Path Difference (OPD) per unit length, when using a standard SMF. In general, the OPD
in fiber interferometers can be optimized by selecting the most suitable numerical aperture (NA)
of the fiber used, in that way to generate a larger OPD within a few hundred-micron length
device length (or indeed even shorter lengths are possible). The high NA fibers can give rise to a
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larger index difference between the core and cladding modes for a larger OPD, and thus higher
sensitivity [2–3]. However, many unwanted cladding modes would also be excited, inducing
more optical losses and resulting in spatial mode beating. This is unlikely to be good for linear
and dynamic sensing over a wide spectral range, since the OPD is highly dependent on the mode
orders [3].
By contrast, creating a HIRL in RCF is found to be a good method to efficiently increase the
OPD per unit length by separating the core and high order cladding modes, to travel through
different paths, as part of miniaturizing such fiber interferometers. The RCF has been intensively
investigated in recent years with a view to enlarging the transmission capacity, this benefitting
from the use of optical angular momentum (OAM) modes [6,7]. However, in the experiments
described in this work, the excitation of the OAM modes is intentionally avoided so that the
HIRL is used mainly to increase the OPD, and thus the sensitivity. To create the MZI, a short
segment of RCF (of a few centimeters in length) is fusion-spliced between two SMFs, to form the
interferometer in this way. The core mode of SMF splits into two parts at the first splicing point.
One part is converted into the cladding modes, to propagate along the cladding surrounding the
HIRL of the RCF (called the cladding mode), whereas the other part enters the silica center
of the RCF (called the silica center mode). The two parts meet at the second splicing point to
generate interference. To investigate the influence of the HIRL on the spectral interference and
mode evolution, the central region of the RCF is immersed in a hydrogen flame and tapered to a
thin HIRL. Normally, in a typical fiber optic, a low-index layer (such as fluorine-doped silica) is
used preferentially to separate or depress some of the selected modes [8], this based on the total
internal reflection effect. By contrast, a high-index layer is employed in this work to separate the
core and cladding modes – however, this effect is only valid under grazing incidence conditions.
It is interesting to note that for grazing incidence radiation travelling from a low index medium to
a high index medium, the radiation will be reflected significantly [9]. Consequently, this HIRL
can be used quite effectively to separate the core and cladding modes, to expand the OPD more
efficiently when the core and cladding modes interfere with each other to generate interference at
the second splicing point. Since the HIRL can only reflect the grazing incidence radiation, the
core mode will be gradually coupled into the HIRL to generate the ‘bottle beam’ mode [10] or see
a deterioration of the interference when the HIRL is continuously tapered and thus significantly
thinned. However, there is a problem with the optical losses when the majority of the optical
power is confined to propagate in the HIRL. In general, with the presence of the HIRL, it is
advantageous to increase the OPD and its sensitivity or to convert the fiber core mode into the
‘bottle beam’ modes in microfiber interferometers. With the use of the HIRL, the temperature
sensitivity can be improved and data shows that it is ∼ 11.7 times higher, at 186.6 pm/°C (for the
silica fiber MZI), than has been seen from other, previous reports in the literature [1,11–22].
2. Working principle of the micro fiber Mach-Zehnder temperature sensors
A Ge-doped HIRL configured with a pure silica center (SC) is available as a RCF, where it
was originally designed for use for OAM mode transmission [6,7]. The measured index profile
of the RCF preform considered in this work is shown in Fig. 1, this being fabricated based on
the MCVD/PCVD method. From Fig. 1, the central dip in the region, with a negative index
difference, arises because of the presence of a collapsed air hole in the final stage of preparing
the fiber preform. This then can locally reduce the refractive index for the fiber preforms made
and based on MCVD method. However, when the preform is drawn into a fiber, the central
index dip becomes negligible. This step-index RCF is then end-spliced to a single mode fiber
(type SMF-28) and tapered to form a micro MZI with a HIRL, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.
Before splicing it to the SMF, the HIRL is intentionally illuminated using a white light LED,
with a source area of 1mm× 1mm, this being placed at the other end of a 1-m-long RCF and as
illustrated in Fig. 3(a) (where the RCF is kept physically straight). After splicing to the SMF, it
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Fig. 1. Measured index profile of RCF preform.
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the MZI comprising a tapered RCF. L1: length of tapered RCF,
L2: length between left end of RCF and the cleaved point for mode patterns observation, D:
diameter of tapered RCF, t1: outer diameter of HIRL, t2: thickness of HIRL.
can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that a fractional amount of the light from the core mode from the
SMF is converted into cladding modes in the RCF (at the splicing point, due to the core-to-core
mismatch). In addition, the residual power of the core mode from the SMF enters the silica center
of the RCF and propagates as an SC mode, similarly to the fundamental core mode. The SC and
the cladding modes encounter each other and produce interference at the second splicing point as
a result. Assuming that the intensities of the SC mode and the cladding mode are ICS and ICL,
respectively, the output intensity, IOC, can be written as shown in Eq. (1) below:








where λ is the operating wavelength and ∆(nL) is the OPD seen between the SC mode and the
cladding mode. The original diameters for the core of the SMF, the SC of the RCF, the inner and
outer diameters of the HIRL were 8.2 µm, 9.59 µm, 9.59 µm, and 15.76 µm, respectively. Since
the core size of the SMF is smaller than that of the SC, the white light illumination from the LED
enters the SC part, as the SC mode, and also excites several cladding modes at the first splicing
point as can be seen from Fig. 3(b). It is evident that the HIRL plays a role in separating the core
and cladding modes, because the light cannot be guided in this high index area. The grazing
incident light beam is strongly reflected by the HIRL, when the radiation is incident from the
lower-index silica cladding or the SC to the HIRL. Consequently, the OPD between the SC mode
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and the cladding modes can rise for interference situations where there are higher extinction
ratios.
 
Fig. 3. Cross-sectional views of (a) the RCF and (b) the RCF spliced to the SMF when
L2 = 7mm. The scale bars for 20 µm are shown in red in (a) and (b).
As discussed above, the grazing incident light beam (from the lower order cladding modes)
cannot easy penetrate the HIRL to interfere with the SC mode. This implies that it will be much
easier for the very high order cladding modes to interfere with the SC mode, by comparison to
the situation with the lower order modes. Thus, the HIRL can stop the lower order cladding
modes and allow the higher order cladding modes to interfere with the fundamental mode, an
effect which has not previously been proposed. For the micro MZI created here, the SC mode is
actually not a bound mode and thus can only survive over a short distance (in a range of a few
tens of centimeters). However, this length is sufficient for making an effective interferometer.
From Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that at the position just to the right of the splicing point, many
cladding modes are excited, this resulting in chaotic interference fringes. However, the chaotic
patterns quickly disappear after travelling a ∼ 3mm length and the clear circular interference
fringes can thus be found in the cladding, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In Figs. 4(b)–4(f), the terms
L1, L2, D, t1 and t2 stand for the length of the RCF, the distance between the (left-hand side)
end of the RCF and the cleaved point (for the observation of the mode patterns), the tapered
diameter of the MZI and the inner diameter and thickness of the HIRL, respectively. For sample
A, the dark ring surrounding the SC mode is seen to be the HIRL in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). Through
rigorous investigation, it can be confirmed that the majority of the light is not guided in the
HIRL, due to grazing incidence. When the HIRL is heated and stretched by use of the hydrogen
flame, t2 gradually decreases – but it is still possible clearly to see the separation of the cladding
and SC modes. For sample B, as t2 is thinned down to 2.26 µm (with t1 = 9.72 µm, L1 = 17mm,
L2 = 8.5mm, and D= 71.39 µm), the SC mode is entirely coupled to the HIRL and no cladding
modes can obviously survive, as is shown in Figs. 4(e)–4(f). From Figs. 4(b)–4(f), it is evident
that the use of the HIRL is a satisfactory way to make the higher order cladding modes penetrate
the HIRL more than the lower order modes, and thus a substantial improvement in the OPD is
beneficial for achieving a better level of interference signal, and thus higher sensitivity. Thus, in
summary, the working principle of the micro MZI is as follows. Initially, the single-mode light
from the SMF is split into the SC mode and cladding modes, when entering the RCF, separated
by the HIRL and passing along different optical paths. This produces an OPD between the
SC mode and the lower order cladding modes, under the grazing incidence conditions. After
travelling for a few millimeters, the lower order cladding modes interfere with the SC and when
the RCF is further tapered, the HIRL is thinned down and the lower order cladding modes are
eventually coupled and guided by the HIRL. The results of a simulation carried out for the 2- and
3-dimensional mode field distributions along the tapered RCF (carried out using BeamPROP
software) are shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c). The corresponding simulation parameters for L1, t1, and
t2 are as follows: (L1 = 5mm, t1 = 15.76 µm, t2 = 3.08 µm), (L1 = 7mm, t1 = 10.32 µm, t2 = 2.35
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µm), and (L1 = 17mm, t1 = 9.1 µm, t2 = 2 µm), respectively. Even though Figs. 4(a)–4(f) show the
mode patterns for the tapered RCF at different values of L2, based on white light illumination, this
can reflect the evolution of the propagation field distributions for operating wavelengths around
1550 nm. It also means that at a wavelength of ∼1550 nm, the SC mode and cladding modes
(seen in Figs. 5(a)–5(c)) are found to be separated by the HIRL first and then further are confined
to propagate in the HIRL, when RCF is strongly tapered. Although the diameter of the SC is
9.59 µm (and this is slightly larger than the SMF-28 core), Fig. 4(g) (1000x magnification CCD
microscope) shows the mode pattern at L2 = 3.5mm, which verifies that only the fundamental
mode can be guided at SC and interference effects are involved. The photograph of the magnified
core was taken using sample C, with the broadband light from the super-luminescent diodes
used spanning the wavelength range 1250- 1650 nm, this being launched into the RCF, following
which the mode patterns were observed. The silicon detectors in the CCD microscope used are
sensitive below 1350 nm. Overall, for the MZI with L1 = 7mm, the best extinction ratio achieved
is 7.87 dB, at 1558 nm. The best temperature sensitivity is 186.6 pm/°C, seen over the range
Fig. 4. (a) to (d): cross-sectional (1000X) CCD microphotograph of mode evolution for the
MZI when L2 is (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 5 and (d) 7mm using sample A (L1 = 7mm) illuminated
by a white light LED; (e) to (f): cross-sectional (1000X) CCD microphotograph of MZI
illuminated by a white light LED when D is (e) 74.56 µm, and (f) 70.73 µm while L2 is
8.5mm and 9.5mm, respectively, using sample B (L1 = 17mm); (g) cross-sectional (1000X)
CCD microphotograph of MZI illuminated by SLD lightsource using sample C (L1 = 7mm).
The scale bars for 20 µm are shown in red from (a) to (g).
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from 5°C to 25°C, this figure being ∼ 11.7 times better than was seen from other previous reports
[1,11–22]. In this way, the approach taken where the HIRL is used in this way is very promising
for creating an effective improvement in the device sensitivity.
Fig. 5. Simulation results for the 2-dimensional (left) and 3-dimensional (right) mode
field distributions along the RCF at 1550 nm wavelength, for the simulation parameters (a)
L1 = 5mm, t1 = 15.76 µm, t2 = 3.1 µm, (b) L1 = 7mm, t1 = 10.32 µm, t2 = 2.35 µm, and (c)
L1 = 17mm, t1 = 9.1 µm, t2 = 2 µm.
3. Experimental results and discussion
When used for measurement evaluations, radiation from a broadband SLD light source was
launched into the MZI and the interference patterns were recorded by use of an Optical Spectrum
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Analyzer (OSA), with an optical resolution of 0.05 nm. Figs. 6(a)–6(d) show the spectral
responses of the MZI, comprising a tapered RCF with different values of D and L1. It is evident
that the clarity of the interference patterns deteriorates when L1 is longer than 9mm. The
corresponding mode distribution is more like the situation seen in Fig. 4(d), where the mode
patterns are not OAM modes (since the aim has been intentionally to avoid them being excited).
From Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 6(a), it can be observed that the combination of an SC mode, together
with a few cladding modes, can lead to the best conditions for observing the interference patterns.
In Figs. 6(a)–6(b), the best extinction ratio achieved was 21.67 dB (at a wavelength of 1499 nm)
when L1 has a value of 23mm. In Fig. 6(a), the multiple successive small ripples within the
spectral range 1350-1450 nm were coming from the water vapor absorption in the hygroscopic
monochromator of the OSA (Yokogawa: type AQ6370D), when used under high resolution.
The Free Spectral Range (FSR) and the extinction ratios of the MZI respectively decreased and
increased with increasing L1, due to over-coupling and the accumulated OPD. In general, the
insertion loss for the MZI was typically higher than 5 dB, especially at the shorter wavelengths.
This arises because the mode field distribution between the SMF and the RCF was so different
that chaotic mode patterns were therefore expected, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This phenomenon
could be further alleviated by using a mode converter. The most important issue in this work
has been experimentally to investigate and verify the influence of the HIRL on the OPD and the
sensitivity of fiber MZI.
Fig. 6. (a)-(b) Spectral responses of the MZI at different values of L1.
The spectral responses for the MZI, with ambient temperature variations, are shown in
Figs. 7(a)–7(c) over the temperature ranges 5°C to 75°C. Figure 8 shows two linear fits of the
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Fig. 7. Spectral responses of the temperature variations for L1 = 7mm over (a) 5°C -
25°C, (b) 25°C - 75°C and (c) “zoom-in’’ for the spectral range over the wavelength range
1623-1648 nm.
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wavelength shifts due to temperature variations at different values of L1 over that temperature
ranges (i) from 5°C to 25°C and (ii) from 25°C to 75°C, respectively. Given the limitations of
the various temperature controllers used, these two regions can be seen as follows: Fig. 7(a)
shows the cooling for MZI from ambient temperature and Figs. 7(b)–7(c), the heating from
room temperature. For sample A, when the temperature, T, increases, the wavelength red-shifts
for L1 = 7mm and the best extinction ratio obtained was 7.87 dB, at 1588 nm. The calculated
temperature sensitivities, in accordance with the slopes of linear fits in Fig. 8, were 186.6 pm/°C
and 171.9 pm/°C for temperature ranges 5°C - 25°C and 25°C - 75°C, respectively. The results are
significantly higher than were seen in other, previous work published in the literature [1,11–22].
Hence, the optimum thickness of t2 can be estimated to be ∼ 2.35 µm, (as can be seen from
Fig. 4(d), when D= 72.58 µm and L1 = 7mm), achieving higher sensitivity. This implies that by
correctly controlling the values of t1, t2, L1, and D, the sensitivity can be greatly improved and the
influence of this HIRL is thus clearly verified, as being able further to enhance the sensitivity in
the fiber MZI illustrated. To improve the sensitivity in the future, it is important to enlarge further
the accumulated OPD rapidly between the SC mode and the cladding modes. Therefore, for the
SC mode and a specific cladding mode, appropriately choosing those materials with a larger
difference between their thermo-optic coefficients or increasing the optical length difference,
e.g. selecting a very high order cladding mode, is a highly promising way to achieve the higher
temperature sensitivity desired.
Fig. 8. Linear fits for the wavelength shift over the temperature range from 5°C - 25°C and
25°C - 75°C, respectively, using different temperature controlling devices to heat up and
cool down.
4. Conclusions
A high sensitivity, microfiber MZI sensor system with a high-index ring core structure using a
short ring core fiber has been demonstrated and its performance evaluated. The ring core structure
was found to be effective in reflecting the grazing incidence radiation to separate the silica core
mode and the higher order cladding modes, to increase the OPD and thus the device sensitivity.
By using a 7-mm-long tapered RCF, the best extinction ratio achieved was 7.87 dB and the
optimum temperature sensitivity observed has been improved over that reported in the literature to
186.6 pm/°C (over the temperature range 5°C to 25°C), this by a factor 11.7, important for silica
fiber interferometric temperature sensors. The thickness of the high-index ring core, the diameter
of the silica core and the length of the RCF are crucial factors in optimizing the performance. It
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is clear that such a high-index ring core structure is helpful to separate the core mode and the
cladding modes, to improve significantly the temperature sensitivity for silica fiber based MZIs.
An over-tapered RCF can be used to convert the silica core mode into ‘bottle beam’ modes which
then can be used potential applications in fiber lasers, such as optical tweezers.
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